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Rainbow Magic Annual 2012 2011
inside this fantastic rainbow magic annual there are activities to enjoy games to play profiles featuring all of your favourite fairy friends and much more
the perfect gift for every fairy fan

Brianna the Tooth Fairy (Rainbow Magic Special Edition) 2013-04-30
kids everywhere know and love the tooth fairy and now they ll get to see how magical she really is ouch icy jack frost has a horrible toothache when he
decides that the only cure is stealing brianna the tooth fairy s magic there s no stopping him now brianna can t do her job and losing teeth won t be
magical or fun anymore kirsty s loose tooth just fell out and she and rachel can t wait for brianna to visit but brianna doesn t come to leave a treat
under kirsty s pillow she comes because she needs the girls help can they track down the missing magic for their new fairy friend or is kirsty s lost tooth
a lost cause find the magic objects in all three stories inside this rainbow magic special edition and help save the tooth fairy magic

The Rainbow Magic Collection, Volume 1: Books #1-4 2008-05
includes 1 ruby the red fairy 2 amber the orange fairy 3 sunny the yellow fairy 4 fern the green fairy

The Rainbow Magic Collection 2003
kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks
everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action claudia s magical
necklace has been taken by goblins without it scarves tear gloves get lost and bead strings break can kirsty and rachel get it back

Rainbow Magic 2020
kirsty and rachel are in for a surprise when their fairy friends whisk them off to the fairyland music festival only for jack frost and his goblins to strut
onto the stage the naughty gang have stolen the pop star fairies magical clef necklaces and jack frost intends to use them to become the biggest star in
the world in this second book of the magical series the girls must help adele the singing coach fairy to get her clef back so singers everywhere have the
confidence to perform
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Claudia the Accessories Fairy 2012-10-04
florence the friendship fairy makes sure everyone gets along but not any more when goblins steal her three magic items kirsty and rachel must get
them back and restore harmony in this abridged and simplified version of the bestselling rainbow magic story

Adele the Singing Coach Fairy 2012-06-07
kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks
everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action the fashion reporter
from the tippington times is having a terrible day she muddles up her words forgets her notepad and generally gets in a fluster can kirsty and rachel
help her out

Florence the Friendship Fairy 2012-09-06
kirsty and rachel are in for a surprise when their fairy friends whisk them off to the fairyland music festival only for jack frost and his goblins to strut
onto the stage the naughty gang have stolen the pop star fairies magical clef necklaces and jack frost intends to use them to become the biggest star in
the world in the fifth story of the series the girls get a nasty shock when they go to have their faces painted and the results are horrible they need to
help frankie the make up fairy get her clef back

Alexa the Fashion Reporter Fairy 2012-10-04
get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up angelica the angel fairy makes sure we all treat each
other kindly at christmas time but when jack frost steals her magic items everyone from brownies to the residents of an old folks home start acting up
can kirsty and rachel restore order in time for christmas these stories are magic they turn children into readers readingzone com if you like rainbow
magic check out daisy meadows other series magic animal friends and unicorn magic

Frankie the Make-Up Fairy 2012-06-07
kirsty and rachel are in for a surprise when their fairy friends whisk them off to the fairyland music festival only for jack frost and his goblins to strut
onto the stage the naughty gang have stolen the pop star fairies magical clef necklaces and jack frost intends to use them to become the biggest star in
the world in this exciting story kirsty and rachel help rochelle the star spotter fairy the goblins have stolen her magical clef and without it no future stars
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will be discovered

Angelica the Angel Fairy 2012-11-01
kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks
everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action kirsty and rachel need
to find matilda the hair stylist fairy s magic brush before bad hair days start happening every day

Rochelle the Star Spotter Fairy 2012-06-07
kirsty and rachel are attending a grand costume party at mckersey castle but jack frost thinks the castle should be hosting his party instead and steals
flora the fancy dress fairy s magic items to further his naughty plan it s up to rachel and kirsty to set things right in this abridged simplified version of
the bestselling rainbow magic story

Matilda the Hair Stylist Fairy 2012-12-06
kirsty and rachel are in for a surprise when their fairy friends whisk them off to the fairyland music festival only for jack frost and his goblins to strut
onto the stage the naughty gang have stolen the pop star fairies magical notes and jack frost intends to use them to become the biggest star in the
world in this opening book of the magical series the girls must help jessie the lyrics fairy to get her note back so performers everywhere can remember
the words

Flora the Fancy Dress Fairy 2012-05-03
get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity
fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the
fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action kirsty and rachel must help the fashion fairies get them back so that people
everywhere can continue to look good and feel great these stories are magic they turn children into readers readingzone com read all seven fairy
adventures in the fashion fairies set miranda the beauty fairy claudia the accessories fairy tyra the dress designer fairy alexa the fashion fairy matilda
the hairstylist fairy brooke the photographer fairy lola the fashion show fairy if you like rainbow magic check out daisy meadows other series magic
animal friends and unicorn magic
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Jessie the Lyrics Fairy 2012-06-07
a real hollywood blockbuster is filming in kirsty s village and the girls have parts as extras everything goes like a dream until jack frost s goblins steal
keira the film star fairy s three magical items unless kirsty and rachel can get the silver script the magical megaphone and the enchanted clapperboard
back work on a movie set will never go right again

Brooke the Photographer Fairy 2012-12-06
rachel and kirsty are on a royal adventure with elizabeth the jubilee fairy can they help her make this jubilee the best one yet elizabeth the jubilee fairy
is in charge of making every jubilee perfect but when jack frost steals elizabeth s diamond sceptre both fairy and human celebrations are headed for
catastrophe can kirsty and rachel help elizabeth find the sceptre so kings and queens everywhere can celebrate in style rainbow magic is the perfect
stepping stone for children to become independent readers with black and white illustrations short chapters and lots of books to collect these books are
really accessible for children aged 5 these stories are magic they turn children into readers readingzone com do you have a rainbow magic fairy find a
fairy with your name at orchardseriesbooks co uk rainbow magic and collect all the books in the range

Keira the Film Star Fairy 2012-04-19
get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity
fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the
fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action kirsty and rachel must help the fashion fairies get them back so that people
everywhere can continue to look good and feel great these stories are magic they turn children into readers readingzone com read all seven fairy
adventures in the fashion fairies set miranda the beauty fairy claudia the accessories fairy tyra the dress designer fairy alexa the fashion fairy matilda
the hairstylist fairy brooke the photographer fairy lola the fashion show fairy if you like rainbow magic check out daisy meadows other series magic
animal friends and unicorn magic

Elizabeth the Jubilee Fairy 2012-05-03
get ready for an exciting fairy adventure with the no 1 bestselling series for girls aged 5 and up kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity
fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the
fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action kirsty and rachel must help the fashion fairies get them back so that people
everywhere can continue to look good and feel great these stories are magic they turn children into readers readingzone com read all seven fairy
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adventures in the fashion fairies set miranda the beauty fairy claudia the accessories fairy tyra the dress designer fairy alexa the fashion fairy matilda
the hairstylist fairy brooke the photographer fairy lola the fashion show fairy if you like rainbow magic check out daisy meadows other series magic
animal friends and unicorn magic

Miranda the Beauty Fairy 2012-10-04
kirsty and rachel are excited to be entering a charity fashion show where children get to show off their own designs unfortunately jack frost thinks
everyone in the world should dress like him and steals the fashion fairies seven magical items to put his naughty plan into action everyone is starting to
make their costumes for the fashion show auditions but without tyra the dress designer fairy s magic tape measure nothing fits kirsty and rachel need
to find it soon or nobody s outfit will be good enough to enter

Lola the Fashion Show Fairy 2012-12-06
naughty jack frost is plotting to ruin the sunnydays carnival he steals kylie the carnival fairy s three magic hats and without them everything goes
wrong it s up to rachel and kirsty to set things right in this abridged simplified version of the bestselling rainbow magic story

Tyra the Dress Designer Fairy 2012-10-04
have you met every one of the rainbow magic fairies if not now you can packed with secret facts and profiles of every fairy in fairyland this magical
guide contains everything you ever wanted to know about the rainbow magic fairies

Kylie the Carnival Fairy 2012-07-05
when jack frost steals her magic items in an attempt to ward off toothache tamara the tooth fairy is no longer able to collect teeth from beneath
children s pillows but as ever kirsty and rachel are eager to help can they find all three missing objects and persuade jack frost to go to the dentist

The Complete Book of Fairies 2012-11-26
kirsty and rachel are on an exciting day out to watch a triathlon a three part race where the athletes have to swim cycle and run but when the
competitors start swimming round in circles it s clear that all is not well olympia the games fairy appears and explains that jack frost has stolen the
three magical items which she needs to make sure the fairyland games which are also on at the moment run smoothly without them both the human
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and fairyland games are doomed to chaos

Rainbow Magic 2004
the superstar fairies take center stage for a brand new magical adventure rachel and kirsty are thrilled when their fairy friends whisk them away to the
fairyland music festival but the festival is one big mess because jack frost has stolen the superstar fairies magic music notes he s determined to be the
biggest superstar in the world and the girls are determined to stop him oh no vanessa the choreography fairy is missing her music note now dancers are
stumbling all over can rachel and kirsty help save the day and the dance moves find the missing music note in each book and help save the superstar
magic

Tamara the Tooth Fairy 2012-07-05
the superstar fairies take center stage for a brand new magical adventure rachel and kirsty are thrilled when their fairy friends whisk them away to the
fairyland music festival but the festival is one big mess because jack frost has stolen the superstar fairies magic music notes he s determined to be the
biggest superstar in the world and the girls are determined to stop him jessie the lyrics fairy s magic music note is missing and now singers everywhere
are forgetting the words to their songs can rachel and kirsty help jessie track down her magic find the missing music note in each book and help save
the superstar magic

Olympia the Games Fairy 2012-05-03
the superstar fairies take center stage for a brand new magical adventure rachel and kirsty are thrilled when their fairy friends whisk them away to the
fairyland music festival but the festival is one big mess because jack frost has stolen the superstar fairies magic music notes he s determined to be the
biggest superstar in the world and the girls are determined to stop him cassie the concert fairy is in charge of concerts everywhere it s a big job and it s
going all wrong without her magic music note if rachel and kirsty can t help track it down concerts everywhere will be ruined find the missing music note
in each book and help save the superstar magic

Vanessa the Choreography Fairy (Superstar Fairies #3) 2013-03-01
the superstar fairies take center stage for a brand new magical adventure rachel and kirsty are thrilled when their fairy friends whisk them away to the
fairyland music festival but the festival is one big mess because jack frost has stolen the superstar fairies magic music notes he s determined to be the
biggest superstar in the world and the girls are determined to stop him what s that awful noise without adele the voice fairy s music note superstars
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voices are cracking and squeaking rachel and kirsty have to do something and fast find the missing music note in each book and help save the
superstar magic

Jessie the Lyrics Fairy (Superstar Fairies #1) 2013-03-01
the superstar fairies take center stage for a brand new magical adventure rachel and kirsty are thrilled when their fairy friends whisk them away to the
fairyland music festival but the festival is one big mess because jack frost has stolen the superstar fairies magic music notes he s determined to be the
biggest superstar in the world and the girls are determined to stop him frankie the makeup fairy needs rachel and kirsty s help to find her missing music
note without it everyone s makeup makes them look like clowns but no one thinks it s very funny find the missing music note in each book and help
save the superstar magic

Cassie the Concert Fairy (Superstar Fairies #7) 2013-03-01
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure
without jennifer the hair stylist fairy s magic brush bad hair days are happening every day can rachel and kirsty come to the rescue

Adele the Voice Fairy (Superstar Fairies #2) 2013-03-01
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure
reporting on fashion is an important job but it s no fun when everything goes wrong now that alexa the fashion editor fairy s magic is missing nothing is
going right

Frankie the Makeup Fairy (Superstar Fairies #5) 2013-03-01
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure it s
time to make costumes for the local fashion show auditions but everything is going all wrong rachel and kirsty have to help tyra the designer fairy find
her magical measuring tape and fast
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Jennifer the Hairstylist Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #5) 2013-06-25
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure the
girls have to find brooke the photographer fairy s magic camera without it every photo taken at the local fashion show will be one big blur

Alexa the Fashion Reporter Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #4) 2013-06-25
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure now
that miranda the beauty fairy s magic is missing no one is looking or feeling very good can rachel and kirsty help

Rainbow Magic 2002
fashion and fairies an unbeatable combination the fashion fairies use their magic accessories to make sure that fashion everywhere is fun and fresh but
when jealous jack frost steals their magic away it could lead to a fashion flop luckily rachel and kirsty are ready to dive into another fairy adventure
claudia the accessories fairy s magical necklace has been taken by goblins without it scarves tear gloves get lost and necklaces break what s a fairy to
do

Tyra the Designer Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #3) 2013-06-25
kirsty and rachel are in for a surprise when their fairy friends whisk them off to the fairyland music festival only for jack frost and his goblins to strut
onto the stage the naughty gang have stolen the pop star fairies magical clef necklaces and jack frost intends to use them to become the biggest star in
the world una is the fairy in charge of all concerts but jack frost s goblins have stolen her magical clef and unless rachel and kirsty can get it back the
climax of the rainspell island music festival will be a total flop

Brooke the Photographer Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #6) 2013-06-25
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Miranda the Beauty Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #1) 2013-06-25

Claudia the Accessories Fairy (The Fashion Fairies #2) 2013-06-25

Rainbow Magic 1990-01-01

Una the Concert Fairy 2012-06-07
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